Abstract. We first show joint uniform distribution of values of Kloosterman sums or Birch sums among all extensions of a finite field Fq, for almost all couples of arguments in Fq , as well as lower bounds on differences. Using similar ideas, we then study the biases in the distribution of generalized angles of Gaussian primes over function fields and primes in short intervals over function fields, following recent works of Rudnick-Waxman and Keating-Rudnick, building on cohomological interpretations and determinations of monodromy groups by Katz. Our results are based on generic linear independence of Frobenius eigenvalues of ℓ-adic representations, that we obtain from integral monodromy information via the strategy of Kowalski, which combines his large sieve for Frobenius with a method of Girstmair. An extension of the large sieve is given to handle wild ramification of sheaves on varieties.
Introduction
Throughout, p will denote a prime larger than 5 and q a power of p.
Kloosterman and Birch sums.
1.1.1. Definitions and distribution. For an integer n ě 1, and a P Fqn, we consider the Kloosterman sums Kl r,q n paq " 1 q npr´1q{2 ÿ x 1 ,...,xrPFq n x 1 ...xr"a eˆt rpx 1`¨¨¨`xr q p˙( 1) 
Here, we adopt the usual notation epzq " expp2πizq for any z P C, and tr : F q n Ñ F p is the field trace.
For convenience, we define the rank of Bi p n to be r " 2, and for r ě 2, we let f q n " Kl r,q n pr ě 2q or Bi q n pr " 2q
for every integer n ě 1. By the Deligne-Katz equidistribution theorem [Kat88] for Kl and Livné's work [Liv87] for Birch sums (see also [Kat90] ), as q n Ñ 8 the values tf q n paq : a P Fqnu equidistribute in Ω r " # r´r, rs Ă R : r even tz P C : |z| ď ru : r odd, with respect to the pushforward tr˚µ r of the Haar measure µ r on the compact group G r pCq, where
SU r : r odd USp r : r even (e.g. the Sato-Tate measure when r " 2). Note that this statement encompasses bounds on f q n (e.g. Deligne's bound for hyper-Kloosterman sums), and the fact that f q n is real-valued whenever r is even.
Distribution among values.
From there, it is natural to try to study how different values of f q n distribute with respect to each other.
From the work of Katz [Kat88, Kat90] and Deligne's generalization of the Riemann hypothesis over finite fields [Del80] , it can in particular be shown that´f q n pa`b 1 q, . . . , f q n pa`b t q¯a PF q n , a`b i ‰0 converges in law (with respect to the uniform measure) as q n Ñ 8 to a random vector in Ω t r distributed with respect to the product measure ptr˚µ r q bt , when b i P F q n are t " oplogpq ndistinct shifts (see e.g. [PG17] , where the dependencies of the errors from [FKM15] with respect to k are made explicit).
However, this only gives information among values that are explicitly related. On the other hand, fixing the base field F q and arbitrary distinct arguments a, b P Fq , we may ask about the (joint) distribution of the values f q n paq, f q n pbq P Ω r when n Ñ 8.
We prove the following distribution result for almost all such pairs pa, bq as N Ñ 8: : r even.
For almost all a, b P Fq , that is for pq´1q 2 " 1´O r,p˚ˆl og1{p2Erq˙ " pq´1q 2 p1´o p,r p1qq (4) of them, the random vector X a,b "´pf q n paq, f p n pbqq¯1 ďnďN (with the uniform measure on r1, N s X N) converges in law tó trpg 1 q, trpg 2 q¯, with g 1 , g 2 independent uniformly distributed in a maximal torus of G r pCq.
Equivalently, trpg i q is distributed like trph m i q for any m ě r and h i uniform in G r pCq with respect to the Haar measure. Remark 1.2. Explicitly, trpg 1 q is distributed like # ř r{2 j"1 2 cosp2πθ j q : r even ř r´1 j"1 epθ j q`ep´ř r´1 j"1 θ j q : r odd,
with θ j independent uniform in r0, 1s.
Remark 1.3. In (4), p˚means by convention that the dependency on p of the implied constant can be dropped for Kloosterman sums. The dependency of the implied constant (4) on p in the case of Birch sums explains why we look at extensions of F q {F p , and not simply at extensions of F p .
Remark 1.4 (Discrepancy). For the distribution of a single Kloosterman sum of rank 2, conditionally on a linear independence hypothesis (see Section 1.1.3 below), Ahmadi and Shparlinski [AS10] also obtained bounds on the discrepancy, using lower bounds arising from Baker's theorem (see Section 1.1.4). Their results are stated for curves, but the last paragraph of [AS10, Section 5.2] explains how they readily extend to Kloosterman sums. Our Theorem 1.6 below shows that their discrepancy bounds hold for almost all arguments, and using the same technique, a bound on the discrepancy in Theorem 1.1 could as well be given.
In particular, we get the following absence of bias among values of Birch sums and Kloosterman sums in extensions: Corollary 1.5. For almost all a, b P Fq (in the sense of (4)), P nďN´K l r,q n paq ă Kl r,q n pbq¯:" |t1 ď n ď N : Kl r,q n paq ă Kl r,q n pbqu| N Ñ 1{2 as N Ñ 8 when r ě 2 is even. The same holds true with Bi q n , or with Kl r,q n replaced by its real or imaginary part when r ě 3 is odd.
1.1.3. Cohomological genesis and linear independence. As we shall recall, deep work of Deligne, Katz and others shows that for every x P Fq , there exist angles θ 1,f,q pxq, . . . , θ r,f,q pxq P r0, 1s, such that f q n pxq " r ÿ i"1 e pnθ i,f,q pxqq for all n ě 1.
Moreover, ř r j"1 θ j,f,q pxq " 0, and if r is even, the angles come by pairs: θ r{2`j,f,q pxq "´θ j,f,q pxq p1 ď j ď r{2q
(so that we recover that f is real-valued). Theorem 1.1 is then a consequence of the following result on generic independence of these "angles" of Kloosterman or Birch sums: Theorem 1.6 (Generic pairwise linear independence). For r ě 2 fixed, let f be as in (3). For almost all a, b P Fq (in the sense of (4)), the angles 1, θ j,f,q paq, θ j,f,q pbq with # 1 ď j ď r´1 : r odd 1 ď j ď r{2 : r even are Q-linearly independent.
Actually, we will more generally prove Theorem 1.6 for almost all tuples of t ě 1 arguments, when t " o r,p˚p ? log(e.g. t fixed), with (4) replaced by pq´1q tˆ1´O r,p˚ˆp r δ r odd Cq t log1{ptErq˙˙( 7) for some absolute constant C ě 1.
Lower bounds for exponential sums in extensions.
Using the subspace theorem from [Eve84, vdPS91] , Bombieri and Katz [BK10, Theorem 3 .3] obtained for any ε ą 0 the lower bounds |f q n paq| ě q´ε npr´1q{2 pa P Fp q for n large enough with respect to p, r, ε. Their result is stated for Kloosterman sums, but applies to Birch sums (r " 2) for the same reasons. Using the Baker-Wüstholz theorem [BW93] , they also obtain [BK10, Corollary 4.3(ii)], the explicit lower bound |f q n paq| ě p2{πqq´2 33 p 4 log p logp2nq pa P Fp q when r " 2.
Using Theorem 1.6, we can similarly show the following: Theorem 1.7. For r ě 2, let f be as in (3). For almost all a, b P Fq (in the sense of (4)) and every ε ą 0, we have:
(1) for every n large enough (with respect to q, r, ε, a, b), |f q n paq´f q n pbq| ě q´ε npr´1q .
(2) when r " 2, for every n large enough (with respect to q, a, b), |f q n paq´f q n pbq| ě p2{π 2 qq´2 26 3 3 πp 3 logp4pq logp2n`1{2q .
1.2. Angles of Gaussian primes over function fields. ?´T , with the norm N pf pSqq " f pSqf p´Sq. The analogue of the unit circle is S 1 q :" tu P F q rrSssˆ: up0q " 1, N puq " 1u, and we have a well-defined map
which actually only depends on the ideal pf q. For an integer k ě 1, the "circle" S 1 q can be divided into q κ sectors (κ " tk{2u) Secpu, kq :" tv P S
which are parametrized by
for R k,q :"´F q rSs{pS k q¯ˆ.
Rudnick and Waxman start by showing that if k ď n and N k,n puq :" |tp F q rSs prime : degppq " n, U ppq P Secpu, kqu| is the number of primes of fixed degree lying in a sector given by u P S 1 k,q , then
with an absolute implied constant 1 , i.e. there is equidistribution in the sectors whenever κ ă n{2. Using a deep result of Katz [Kat17] (based on Deligne's equidistribution theorem and the computation of a monodromy group), they then get an unconditional analogue [RW18, Theorem 1.3] of their conjecture for Zris [RW18, Conjecture 1.2] on the variance of N k,n among all sectors.
1 The dependencies of the error with respect to k are not explicit in [RW18] , but keeping track of them during the arguments shows that the error in the expression for N k,n puq above is O´q n{2 κ{n`τ pnq 1{2 q n{2 {n¯(recall that we assume that p ě 7).
1.2.2.
Bias in the distribution. The notion of Chebyshev bias for primes in arithmetic progressions, studied in depth by Rubinstein and Sarnak [RS94] , was extended to function fields by [Cha08] . Further cases of biases in function fields have been considered recently [CK10, CFJ16, CFJ17, DM18], particularly in families of curves. Similarly, one may ask whether there is a bias in the distribution of prime ideals among different sectors as above. To do so, for u 1 , . . . , u R P S 1 k,q distinct, we may look at the R R -valued random vector X k,N puq :" pX k,N pu 1 q, . . . , X k,N pu R, where X k,N pu r q :"ˆq κ n q n{2ˆN k,n pu r q´q n {n q κ˙˙1 ďnďN (with the uniform measure on r1, N s X N). The methods in the works mentioned above show that:
Theorem 1.8 (Limiting distribution, expected value). The random vector X k,N puq admits a compactly supported limiting distribution as N Ñ 8 with κ ă N {2 fixed. Namely, it converges in law to a R R -valued random variable X k puq. Moreover,
which means that there should be a bias towards sectors parametrized by nonsquares.
Getting more precise information about the limiting distribution X k puq requires input about eigenvalues
of (normalized) L-functions associated to characters Ξ of S 1 k,q with conductor 3 ď dpΞq ď 2κ´1, where d 1 pΞq :" pdpΞq´1q{2 (these will be defined more precisely in Section 3). The following is an analogue of the linear independence (LI) hypothesis (also known as Grand Simplicity Hypothesis (GSH)) for Dirichlet L-functions: Hypothesis 1.9. The angles
Adapting classical arguments [RS94, MN17, Dev19] to the function field setting, as in [Cha08, DM18] , this implies the following: Theorem 1.10 (Continuity, symmetry, bias). If Hypothesis 1.9 holds and R ă κ´1 2 an integer, the distribution of X k puq is:
(1) absolutely continuous: there exists a Lebesgue integrable function f on R R such that PpX k puq P Aq " ş A f dx for all Borel subsets A Ă R R .
(2) symmetric with exchangeable components around its mean:
which is 1{R! if the u i are all squares or all non-squares. If u 2 is a square while u 1 is not, and κ ą 5, then
Remark 1.11. The restriction R ă κ´1 2 , rather strong with respect to the maximum R " q κ , comes from the fact that the L-functions have finitely many zeros, in contrast with the number field case. Hypothesis 1.9 is a very strong statement, whose validity may be delicate depending on the size of the parameters. Indeed, unlike in the number field situation, there are examples of families of L-functions over functions fields where linear independence is not satisfied (although with q fixed, and eventually growing genus): see e.g. [Kow08b, Section 6], [Cha08, Section 5] and [Li18] . However, we can show the following: Theorem 1.12 (Generic linear independence). Assume that p ą k and let t " oplog |S 1 k,q |q (e.g. t fixed). For almost all subsets S ĂŜ 1 k,q of size t, that is forˆq
of them, with C k,p ě 1 depending only on k, p, the elements
Note that Hypothesis 1.9 would be Theorem 1.12 with S " S 1 k,q . Towards Theorem 1.10, this nonetheless implies unconditionally: Corollary 1.13. Assuming that p ą k, the limiting distribution X k puq of Theorem 1.8 is:
(1) continuous: PpX k puq " aq " 0 for any a P R R . In particular, for
PpX k,N puq ą 0q " PpX k puq ą 0q.
(2) a pushforward of the Lebesgue measure on a torus of dimension
for any ε ą 0. [KR14] employed similar techniques to show function field analogues of a conditional result of Goldston-Montgomery on primes in short intervals (assuming RH and a strong version of Montgomery's pair correlation conjecture) and of a conjecture of Hooley on the variance of primes in arithmetic progressions with fixed modulus.
1.3.1. Primes polynomials in short intervals. For A P F q rT s of degree n ě 1 and 1 ď h ď n, ν h pAq :" ÿ f PFqrT s degpf´Aqďh Λpf q counts primes polynomials in a "short interval" around A, weighted by the function field von Mangoldt function
The mean value over the centers A having degree n is Keating and Rudnick show [KR14, Theorem 2.1], using another equidistribution result of Katz [Kat13b] , that if h ă n´3, then
This is an unconditional analogue of the Goldston-Montgomery result mentioned above. Note that any monic A P F q rT s of degree n can be written uniquely as
and ν h pAq " ν h pT h`1 Bq only depends on B. This observation allows us to fix n´h ": m and take n Ñ 8. In the number field setting, this amounts to fixing the ratio of the maximum starting point of the interval over its length. For B 1 , . . . , B R P F q rT s distinct monic of degree m´1, we can study the R R -valued random vector of biases X m,N pBq :"`X m,N pB 1 q, . . . , X m,N pB R q˘, where
(with the uniform measure on r1, N s X N), the expected values being those in (10). Analogously to Theorem 1.8, we get: Theorem 1.16 (Limiting distribution, expected value). The random vector X m,N pBq admits a compactly supported limiting distribution as N Ñ 8 with m ą 3 fixed. Namely, it converges in law to a R R -valued random variable X m pBq. Moreover, the latter has mean zero.
Remark 1.17. There is no bias here, unlike in Theorem 1.8, simply because the von Mangoldt weight was kept.
Again, more precise information about X m pBq can be obtained from the eigenvalues e pθ χ,j q p1 ď j ď d´1q, θ χ,j P r0, 1s,
of L-functions associated to even Dirichlet characters χ modulo T m P F q rT s (see Section 3 for the precise definitions), for 2 ď d ď m. The analogues to Hypothesis 1.9, Theorem 1.10, Theorem 1.20 and Corollary 1.21 are respectively:
Hypothesis 1.18. The angles
are Q-linearly independent. of them, with C m,p ě 1 depending only on m, p, the elements
are Q-linearly independent.
Corollary 1.21. Assuming m odd and p ą m, the limiting distribution X m pBq from Theorem 1.16 is:
(1) continuous: PpX m pBq " aq " 0 for any a P R R . In particular, for B P F q rT s of degree m´1,
PpX m,N pBq ą 0q " PpX m pBq ą 0q.
for any ε ą 0. [CFJ17] to certain families of elliptic curves over function fields, where the underlying symmetry is orthogonal instead of being symplectic.
We use the same ideas to prove Theorems 1.6 and 1.12, with the families of curves replaced by families of exponential sums or characters. More precisely, by work of Deligne and Katz [Del77, Kat17] , there are families of ℓ-adic sheaves on G m (resp. on a variety parametrizing primitive characters Ξ or χ as above) such that the (reversed) characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius acting on a stalk yields the roots (resp. L-function) of the corresponding exponential sums (resp. characters).
Unlike in [Kow08b, CFJ17] , these are not sheaves of Z ℓ -modules, but of O λ -modules, for λ a valuation on the ring of integers O of a number field. In the work of Kowalski and Cha-Fiorilli-Jouve, the monodromy structure is symplectic or orthogonal (the latter being the source of complications handled by Jouve); here, it is either special linear, symplectic or projective general linear.
Some care is required to bound sums of Betti numbers appearing in the large sieve for Frobenius, because certain sheaves are not defined on curves nor have tame ramification, as assumed by Kowalski and Cha-Fiorilli-Jouve. This yields Theorem 5.14.
To apply this variant of the large sieve for Frobenius, we also need information on integral monodromy groups of the sheaves, whereas only information about the monodromy groups over C (i.e. after taking a Zariski closure) is a priori available from Katz's work [Kat88, Kat90, Kat13b, Kat17] . This is overcome using deep results of Larsen and Pink through ideas of Katz (or more precise results in the case of Kloosterman sums). Unlike in [CFJ17] , strong approximation for arithmetic groups cannot be used.
Remark 1.24 (Frobenius tori). As explained in [Kow08b, Section 7] , another way to get generic linear independence results is by applying an effective version of Chebotarev's density theorem with Serre's theory of Frobenius tori. However, as explained in [Kow08b, p. 54] , controlling the uniformity with respect to the size of the subsets/tuples considered (crucial for the questions we consider) is more subtle.
1.5. Structure of the paper. In Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively for Kloosterman/Birch sums, Gaussian prime polynomials, and prime polynomials in short intervals, we:
(1) Give the cohomological interpretations due to Katz, which gives rise to the eigenvalues from (6), (9) and (11) 1.6. Notations. For a prime p ě 7 and a field E with ring of integers O, we let Spec 1 pOq (resp. Spec p pOq) be the set of all non-zero prime ideals (equivalently, valuations on O) having degree 1 (resp. not lying above p), and Spec 1,p pOq " Spec 1 pOq X Spec p pOq. If λ P Spec 1,p pOq, we denote by E λ , O λ the completions, and F λ -O{λ the residue field. Note that F λ -F ℓ , where ℓ is the prime above which λ lies.
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Kloosterman sums and Birch sums
2.1. Cohomological interpretation.
Theorem 2.1 (Deligne). Let E " Qpζ 4p q, with ring of integers O and let r ě 2 be an integer. For every λ P Λ :" Spec p pOq, there exists a lisse sheaf Kl r,λ on G m,Fp of free O λ -modules, of rank r, pure of weight 0, such that for every field F q of characteristic p and x P Fq , tr`Frob Fq | pKl r,λ q x˘" Kl r,q pxq, the normalized hyper-Kloosterman sum of rank r defined in (1). Moreover, the family pKl r,λ q λPΛ forms a compatible system.
Proof. This is [Kat88, Theorem 4.1.1/Section 8.9]. To normalize by a Tate twist, we enlarge the ring of definition to Zrζ 4p s, which is enough since ? p P Zrζ 4p s by the evaluation of quadratic Gauss sums (see [Kat88, 11 .0]).
Theorem 2.2 (Katz).
For E " Qpζ 4p q, with ring of integers O, and λ P Λ :" Spec p pOq, there exists a lisse sheaf Bi λ on G m,Fp of free O λ -modules, of rank 2, pure of weight 0, such that for every field F q of characteristic p and x P Fq ,
the normalized Birch sum defined in (2). Moreover, the family pBi λ q λPΛ forms a compatible system. 
equidistributes in r0, 1s 2r as N Ñ 8. It follows at once by (6) that X a,b converges in law to a pair of independent random variables distributed like (5) as N Ñ 8.
Finally, the equivalence of the distribution of (5) and traces of large enough powers of matrices in G r pCq is the content of [Rai97, Theorem 2.1]. Corollary 1.5 is then an immediate consequence, by applying the portmanteau theorem to the random variable trpg 1 q´trpg 2 q (or its real/imaginary parts), which is symmetric around its mean 0.
Lower bounds.
Let us now prove Theorem 1.7 (lower bounds) from Theorem 1.6, following [BK10] .
Let a, b P Fq be such that the conclusion of Theorem 1.6 holds. By (6), we have
The Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem (see [BK10, Theorem 2.1(i)]) shows that if none of
are roots of unity, which holds by linear independence, then there are only finitely many n (with a, b, r, q fixed) such that F pnq " 0.
The subspace theorem [Eve84, vdPS91] (see [BK10, Theorem 3 .1]) shows that, after multiplying by q n r´1 2 (i.e. de-normalizing), for every n ě 1 large enough (with respect to the roots θ i,f,q , i.e. with respect to a, b, r, q, ε), either F pnq " 0, or F pnq satisfies the lower bound of Theorem 1.7(1). With the above, this proves the first part of the theorem.
For the second part, we assume that r " 2 and apply the Baker-Wüstholz theorem [BW93] , following [BK10, Section 4]. For any integers k 0 , k 1 P Z and θ 0 , θ 1 P r0, 1s, we have
where the inequality holds if k j is chosen to minimize |nτ j´kj |. If 1, epθ 0 q, epθ 1 q are linearly independent, then the right-hand side is non-zero, and [BW93, Theorem, p. 20] shows that this is
with d " rQpepτ 0 q, epτ 1: Qs, C " 2 25 3 3 and h 0 the absolute logarithmic Weil height. We have h 0 pepτ jď h 0 pepθ 0 qq`h 0 pepθ 1 qq. Let us now assume that pθ 0 , θ 1 q " pθ i,f,q paq, θ i,f,q pbqq are angles of exponential sums (6). Then q 1{2 epθ j q is an algebraic integer, so h 0 pepτ jď log q. Regarding the degree, we have 2 ď d ď p´1 as in [BK10, Proof of Corollary 4.3], because Kloosterman/Birch sums are sums of pth roots of unity. Thus, the above is ě 2 π 2 exp`´2Cπp 3 logp4pq logp2n`1{2q log q" 2 π 2 q´2 Cπp 3 logp4pq logp2n`1{2q .
This yields the result by Theorem 1.6.
Angles of Gaussian primes
3.1. Definitions and cohomological interpretation.
Definition 3.1. Let q be an odd prime power and k ě 2 be an integer. A super-even character Ξ modulo S k over F q is a character of
see (8)). The Swan conductor of a non-trivial Ξ is the maximal (odd) integer dpΞq such that Ξ is non-trivial oń
The character Ξ is primitive if dpΞq " 2κ´1, with κ :" tk{2u. The Lfunction of a non-trivial Ξ is
Theorem 3.2 (Katz). Let F q be a finite field of odd characteristic p, k ě 2 be an even integer,
with ring of integers O, and let λ P Λ :" Spec p pOq.
(1) There exists a unipotent group W k, odd over F p such that W k, odd pF" S 1 k,q (the group of super-even characters, by duality), as well as an open set Prim k, odd Ă W k, odd such that Prim k, odd pFis in bijection with primitive super-even characters modulo k over F q .
(2) There exists a lisse sheaf G k,λ on Prim k, odd of free O λ -modules, of rank r " 2κ´2, pure of weight 1, such that for every Ξ P Prim k, odd pF, we have
which is a polynomial of degree dpΞq " r`1. In particular, the family pG k,λ q λPΛ forms a compatible system. (3) The Tate twist F k,λ " G k,λ p1{2q is a lisse sheaf of free O λ -modules on Prim k, odd , pure of weight zero, of rank dpΞq´1, with symplectic auto-duality.
Proof. These are the contents of [Kat17, Section 2] (see also the constructions in [Kat13b, Sections 1-4]).
3.2. Consequences.
3.2.1. Factorization of the L-function. In particular, the eigenvalues of Frob Fq acting on the stalks of F k,λ at super-even primitive Ξ, which are free O λ -modules of rank 2κ´2, yield the eigenvalues ep˘θ Ξ,j q P C from (9), such that
qepθ Ξ,j qT¯´1´?qep´θ Ξ,j qT" p1´T q detp1´?qT Θ Ξ q, with Θ Ξ P Sp dpΞq´1 pCq.
Explicit formula for
Proposition 3.3. For all u P S 1 k,q and n ď N , we have
with an absolute implied constant. Moreover, |tb P S 1 k,q : b 2 " uu| P t0, 1u and in the expression above, Ξpuq cosp2πnθ Ξ,j q may be replaced by Repepθ Ξ,j qΞpuqq.
Remark 3.4. Almost all (i.e. a density 1`Op1{qq) super even Ξ PŜ 1 k,q have conductor 2κ´1, but since we look at the N Ñ 8 limit, we cannot restrict the sum in Proposition 3.3 to those characters only as in [RW18, Proof of Theorem 6.7] (with a q Ñ 8 limit).
Proof. By [RW18, Lemma 6.4, Section 6.6], we have
where, by the prime polynomial theorem [Ros02, Theorem 2.2],
By the function field analogue of Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions [Ros02, Theorem 4.8], if n is even,
Note that in odd characteristic, the cardinality |S 1 k,q | " q κ is odd, so the function px P S 1 k,Þ Ñ x 2 is injective, and |tb P S 1 k,q : b 2 " uu| P t0, 1u. Hence,
which gives the result after splitting the sum over characters Ξ depending on the conductors dpΞq, which are odd integers. The last assertion follows from the invariance of the sum under Ξ Þ Ñ Ξ.
Limiting distribution.
Proof
By the Kronecker-Weyl equidistribution theorem, pnθ Ξ,j : pΞ, jq P V q nďN converges in law (as N Ñ 8) to a random vector equidistributed in the closure Γ of the torus
It then follows from Helly's selection theorem that X k,N puq converges in law to a random vector X k puq which corresponds to a measure µ k,u satisfying ż
for every bounded continuous f :
The limiting measure µ k,u is compactly supported because g k,u is bounded (when k, q are fixed): each component is bounded by 2κq κ .
In particular, there is convergence of the moments, which allows to compute the expected value by noting thaťˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ1
Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ 0.
Fourier transform.
Lemma 3.5 (Fourier transform). For u 1 , . . . , u R P S 1 k,q distinct, let µ k,u be the measure associated with the R-dimensional random vector X k puq. Its Fourier transform
is given by
where Γ is the torus (13) and b k puq :" p|tb P S 1 k,q : b 2 " u r u|{2q 1ďrďR , Ξpuq :" pΞpu r1ďrďR . If Hypothesis 1.9 holds, then
where J 0 pzq " 1 π ş π 0 cospz sin tqdt is the 0th Bessel function of the first kind.
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3 and (14). For (15), under Hypothesis 1.9 the torus Γ is maximal and the integral splits as a product of integrals of the form ż
3.2.5. Properties of the limiting distribution under Hypothesis 1.9.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. To show that X k puq is absolutely continuous, it is enough to show that
. To do so, we partly follow the method of [MN17, Section 4]. Since we assume Hypothesis 1.9, we may use (15) from Lemma 3.5: we have
where S 1 ptq :" tΞ PŜ 1 2κ,q primitive : |t¨Ξpuq| ą 1u Ă S :" tΞ PŜ 1 2κ,q primitiveu, since |J 0 pzq| ď minp1, a 2{pπ|z|qq for all z P R (see [MN17, Lemma C.2]). If t P T :" tt P R R : |S 1 ptq| ě 1u, we get
By the orthogonality relations and Möbius inversion,
Ξpu r qΞpu r 1 q " q κ δ ur"u r 1 |S| " δ ur"u r 1 1´1{q .
Since the u i are distinct, it follows that
Therefore, if t P T , then |μ k,u ptq| ď ||t||´κ´1 2 . On the other hand, if t R T , the same argument shows that
i.e. R R zT is bounded. It also contains a neighborhood of 0 since it contains the finite intersection č
of open sets containing 0. Thus, there exists ε ą 0 such that ż
||t||´κ´1 2 dt, and the second integral converges when κ´1 ą 2R (see [MN17, p. 22] ). This concludes the proof of (1). Concerning (2), the symmetry/exchangeability follow from the expression (15) forμ k,u .
The last statements of the theorem follow from the previous ones: since µ k,u is absolutely continuous, A " tx P R R : x 1 ă¨¨¨ă x R u is a continuity set, so that by the portmanteau theorem,
3.2.6. Properties of the limiting distribution from generic linear independence.
Proof of Corollary 1.13 from Theorem 1.12.
(1) It suffices to show that X k puq is continuous, for u P S 1 k,q . We follow the argument in [Dev19, Proof of Theorem 2.2] (see also [DM18, Proposition 2.1]). By Wiener's lemma, it suffices to show that
By Lemma 3.5,
By Theorem 1.12, there exists Ξ PŜ 1 k.q and 1 ď j ď d 1 pΞq such that θ Ξ,j R Q. It follows that the function φ : Γ Ñ R is analytic and nonconstant, since Ξpuq ‰ 0 (being a root of unity). Thus, the scaling principle [Ste93, VIII.2, Proposition 5] shows that |μ k,u ptq| ! |t|´α for some constant α ą 0, where α and the implied constant can depend on all parameters but t. Thus, (16) holds, using the trivial bound |μ k,u ptq| ď 1 around 0.
(2) This is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.8: Γ is a subtorus of pR{Zq V and if the set of the θ Ξ,j (pΞ, jq P V ) contains at least t linearly independent elements, then dim Γ ě t. By Theorem 1.12, the latter holds whenever t " oplog |S 1 k,q |q.
Prime polynomials in short intervals

Definitions and cohomological interpretation.
Definition 4.1. Let Q P F q rT s be non-constant.
-A Dirichlet character χ modulo Q is a character of pF q rT s{pQqqˆ.
-The character χ is even if it is trivial on Fq .
-It is primitive if it is not induced from a character modulo a proper divisor Q 1 | Q through the natural map pF q rT s{pQqqˆÑ pF q rT s{pQ 1 qqˆ.
The conductor of χ is the monic divisor Q 1 | Q of smallest degree such that χ is primitive modulo Q 1 . -As usual, we may extend χ as χ : F q rT s Ñ C by defining χpf q " # χpf pmod Qqq : pf, Qq " 1 0 : otherwise.
-The number of Dirichlet character modulo Q is denoted by ϕpQq. The number of even (resp. primitive, even primitive) such characters is ϕ ev pQq " ϕpQq{pq´1q (resp. ϕ prim pQq, ϕ ev prim pQq).
We recall that if degpQq ě 2 and χ ‰ 1, then Lpχ, T q is a polynomial (rather than a formal power series) of degree degpQq´1 (see [Ros02, Proposition 4.3 and p. 130]). If χ is even, then Lpχ, T q has a "trivial" zero at T " 1. As in [KR14, (3.34)], we define λ χ " δ χ even , which allows to factor Lpχ, T q " p1´λ χ T qL˚pχ, T q, L˚pχ, T q P F q rT s.
If χ is primitive, Weil's work on the Riemann hypothesis over finite fields (see [Ros02, Chapters 4, 5]) shows that
and we let epθ χ,j q, p1 ď j ď degpQq´1´λ χ q, θ χ,j P r0, 1s, be the eigenvalues of Θ´1 χ . This is also reflected in the following result:
Theorem 4.2 (Katz). Let F q be a finite field of odd characteristic p, m ě 2 be an integer, E " Qˆζ m´2 , ζ 4p r : 1 ď r ď 1`l og m log p˙Ă Qpζ p 8 , ζ n q with ring of integers O, and let λ P Λ :" Spec p pOq.
(1) There exists a unipotent group W m over F p such that W m pFis the group of even characters modulo T m P F q rT s, as well as an open set Prim m Ă W m such that Prim m pFis the set of primitive even characters modulo T m . (2) There exists a lisse sheaf G m,λ on Prim m of free O λ -modules, of rank m´2, pure of weight 1, such that for every χ P Prim m pF,
which is a polynomial of degree m´2. In particular, the family pG m,λ q λPΛ forms a compatible system. (3) The Tate twist F m,λ " G m,λ p1{2q is a lisse sheaf of free O λ -modules on Prim m , pure of weight zero, of rank m´2.
In other words, the eigenvalues of ? qΘ χ (the zeros of L˚pχ, T q) are the eigenvalues of Frob Fq acting on the stalk of G m,λ at χ.
Proof. This is essentially the contents of [Kat13b, Sections 1-4]. The addition of ζ m´2 is not necessary at this point, but will be useful in Theorem 5.12.
4.2. Consequences.
4.2.1.
Explicit formula for X m,N pBq.
Proposition 4.3. Under the notations of Section 1.3.1, we have, for B P F q rT s monic of degree m´1,
where B˚P F q rT s is the reflected polynomial defined by B˚pT q " T deg B Bp1{T q. where the last equality is the explicit formula for ψ (see [KR14, (3.38)]), obtained by taking the logarithmic derivative on both sides of (17). Thus,
The result follows after splitting the first sum according to the conductor of χ and applying the orthogonality relations in pF q rT s{pT m qqˆ{Fq to the second one.
Properties of the limiting distribution under Hypothesis 1.18.
Proof of Theorem 1.19. This is exactly like the proof of Theorem 1.8. Note that since X m,N pBq n P R, one may replace the epθ χ,j q in Proposition 4.3 by cosp2πθ χ,j q.
Properties of the limiting distribution from generic linear independence.
Proof of Corollary 1.21 from Theorem 1.20. Again, this is similar to the proof of Corollary 1.13.
An extension of the large sieve for Frobenius
In the next two sections, we set up the tools to prove Theorems 1.6, 1.12 and 1.20 on generic linear independence. As outlined in the Section 1.4, the strategy follows that of previous works and is the following:
(1) Obtain information about integral monodromy groups of reductions of sheaves of O λ -modules from Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 3.2, for a set of ideals/valuations λ P Spec 1,p pOq of positive density. (2) Use a variant of the large sieve for Frobenius to show that for all such λ, the (splitting) fields generated by the roots (α i,f,p pxq, epθ Ξ,j q or epθ χ,j q) are maximal for almost all tuples of arguments x (resp. Ξ, χ) for exponential sums (resp. (super-)even characters). (3) Apply Girstmair's work to show that (2) implies the desired linear independence. The first two points and the variant of the large sieve for Frobenius are implemented in this section, and the third point in Section 6.
Remark 5.1. Note that [Kow08b, CFJ17] dealt with symplectic and orthogonal monodromy types. Here, we need to consider special linear and symplectic ones, which will correspond to splitting fields with Galois groups S n (the full symmetric group), or W 2n ď S 2n , the subgroup with order 2 n n! of permutations of n pairs (the Coxeter group B n ).
Remark 5.2. We consider ideals of degree 1 so that F λ " F ℓ and considerations on the sheaves mod λ can be reduced as much as possible to existing arguments, for the large sieve or computations of integral monodromy groups. This is actually not a restriction because Spec 1,p pOq has natural density 1 in SpecpOq ([Nar04, Corollary 2, p. 345, Proposition 7.17]) Remark 5.3. Since we considered Tate-twisted/normalized sheaves of O λ -modules from the beginning (which also forces the determinant to be trivial and the arithmetic/geometric monodromy groups to coincide, for exponential sums and super-even characters), we will not encounter the difficulty observed in [Kow08b, CFJ17] that the normalized characteristic polynomials may be defined over a quadratic extension of the base field, with the possibility of a different Galois group. This was overcome in ibid. by looking at squares of the roots, and showing that their Galois group was still maximal from a study of additive relations, in addition to the multiplicative ones.
5.1. Integral monodromy groups. The lisse sheaves F λ of free modules on a variety X given by Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 3.2 and 4.2 correspond to continuous representations
for η a geometric generic point, such that for every x P XpF, if Frob x,q P π 1 pX, ηq 7 is the geometric Frobenius conjugacy class at x, then ρ λ pFrob x,P GL r pO λ q 7 gives the action of Frob q on pF λ q x .
Definition 5.4 (Monodromy groups). The geometric and arithmetic monodromy groups of ρ λ are respectively
where¨Z ar denotes Zariski closure in GL r pE λ q. By reducing modulo λ, we also obtain representations ρ λ : π 1 pX, ηq Ñ GL r pF λ q, and we define the geometric and arithmetic integral monodromy groups of ρ λ as the monodromy groups G geom λ :"ρ λ´π geom 1 pX, ηq¯ďG λ :"ρ λ´π1 pX, ηq¯ď GL r pF λ q ofρ λ . If the adjective "projective" is added to those groups, one refers to their image with respect to the projections GL r Ñ PGL r (over E λ or F λ respectively).
5.1.1. From monodromy to integral monodromy. The determination of integral monodromy groups may be more challenging that their counterparts over E λ , since they have less structure (under purity assumption, the connected component at the identity of G geom λ is a semisimple algebraic group). Fortunately, as explained by [Kat12b, Section 7] , one may use deep results of Larsen-Pink [LP92, Lar95] to conclude (roughly) that if the monodromy over E λ is as large as possible, then the same holds for a density 1 of the integral monodromy groups.
Katz's argument is given for sheaves of Z ℓ -modules, but carries over more generally to sheaves of O λ -modules: we spelled out the details in [PG18a, Section 5.2], and the conclusion reads as:
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a smooth affine geometrically connected variety over F p , let E Ă C be a Galois number field with ring of integers O, and let Λ be a set of valuations on O of natural density 1. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a compatible system with F λ a lisse sheaf of free O λ -modules on X. We assume that there exists G P tSL n , Sp 2n u such that for every λ P Λ, the arithmetic monodromy group of F λ is conjugate to GpE λ q.
Then there exists a subset Λ p Ă Λ X Spec 1,p pOq of natural density 1, depending on p and on the family, such that F λ has geometric and arithmetic integral monodromy groups conjugate to GpF λ q for all λ P Λ p .
Remark 5.6 (Implied constants). The dependency of the sets of valuations on some of the variables p, k, m in Theorems 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 below will give dependencies on those of the implied constants in the final results.
Remark 5.7 (Strong approximation). Another method to get information on integral monodromy groups from the transcendental ones is through strong approximation results for arithmetic groups, as explained in [Kat12b, Section 9] (see also [JKZ13, Section 5]); this is for example used in [CFJ17] . In those cases, [Pin00] (a generalization of [MVW84, Wei84] ) allows to show that the integral monodromy is large for all but finitely many primes. Moreover, by also using results of [LP92] , it avoids the classification of finite simple groups, unlike [MVW84, Wei84] .
However, this requires that the sheaves F λ on X may be formed over the analytification X an : a sheaf F an of finitely generated O-modules is constructed on X an , whose extension of scalars to O λ corresponds to the analytification of F λ , and strong approximation can then applied to the monodromy of F an in GpOq to yield the result. This can be done in the case of families of L-functions considered in [Kat12b, CFJ17] , but a priori not for the sheaves from Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 3.2 (one may think about Artin-Schreier sheaves, i.e. Kloosterman sheaves of rank 1, as a first example) 5.1.2. Kloosterman and Birch sheaves. Combining Theorem 5.5 with the determination of monodromy groups over E λ by Katz, we obtain the following:
Theorem 5.8 (Kloosterman sheaves). In the setting of Theorem 2.1, there exists a subset Λ r,p of Spec 1,p pOq, of natural density 1, such that for every λ P Λ r,p , the arithmetic and geometric integral monodromy groups of Kl r,Λ are equal and conjugate to # SL r pF λ q : r odd Sp r pF λ q : r even.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.5 and the determination of monodromy groups over E λ contained in [Kat88, Chapter 11].
Remark 5.9. By work of Hall [Hal08] or J-K. Yu (unpublished) when r " 2, and the author [PG18b] for any r ě 2, one may actually take Λ r,p " tλ P Spec 1,p pOq above ℓ : ℓ " r 1u.
In particular, the densities of elements Λ r,p with bounded norm are bounded from below independently of p.
Theorem 5.10 (Birch sheaves). In the setting of Theorem 2.2, there exists a subset Λ p of Spec 1,p pOq, of natural density 1, such that for every λ P Λ p , the arithmetic and geometric integral monodromy groups of Bi λ are equal to SL 2 pF λ q.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.5 and the determination of monodromy groups over E λ in [Kat90, 7.12].
5.1.3. Primitive super-even characters.
Theorem 5.11. In the setting of Theorem 3.2 (3), assuming that k ě 4, there exists a subset Λ k,p Ă Spec 1,p pOq of natural density 1 such that for every λ P Λ k,p , the arithmetic and geometric integral monodromy groups of G k,λ are equal and conjugate to Sp 2κ´2 pF λ q.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.5 and the determination of monodromy groups over E λ in [Kat17, Theorem 2.5] (using results from [Kat05, 3.10]).
Primitive even characters mod T m .
Theorem 5.12. In the setting of Theorem 4.2 (3), assuming that m ě 5 is odd, there exists a subset Λ m,p Ă Spec 1,p pOq of natural density 1 such that for every λ P Λ m,p , the projective arithmetic and geometric integral monodromy groups of G m,λ are conjugate to PSL m´2 pF λ q.
Proof. By, [Kat13b, Theorem 5.1], SL m´2 pCq ď G geom pG m,λ q ď G arith pG m,λ q ď GL m´2 pCq, whence P G geom pG m,λ q " P G arith pG m,λ q " PGL m´2 pCq. However, projective representations are not directly handled in Theorem 5.5. Instead, we note that if λ P Spec 1,p pOq is above ℓ ∤ m´2, then ℓ " 1 pmod m´2q (by the characterization of ideals of degree 1 in cyclotomic extensions), so Hensel's lemma implies that every element of O λ has an pm´2qth root, whence PGL m´2 pO λ q -SL m´2 pO λ q.
If G m,λ corresponds to a representation ρ λ : π 1 pX, ηq Ñ GL m´2 pO λ q and π : GL m´2 Ñ PGL m´2 is the projection, we get in this case a continuous representation π˝ρ λ : π 1 pX, ηq Ñ SL m´2 pO λ q with transcendental arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups isomorphic to SL m´2 pCq. We may then apply Theorem 5.5 to get that the arithmetic and geometric integral monodromy of π˝ρ λ are SL m´2 pF λ q -PGL m´2 pF λ q for a subset of density 1 of Spec 1,p pOq. Since impπ˝ρ λ pmod λqq " πpim ρ λ pmod λqq, this proves the assertion on the projective monodromy groups of pG m,λ q λ .
5.2.
Large sieve for Frobenius, with wild ramification. Next, we need a version of the large sieve for Frobenius, originally developed in [Kow06] (see also [Kow08a, Kow08b] ).
In these works as well as in [CFJ17] , the sieve applies to sheaves of F ℓ -modules on a variety X over F p , that either:
(1) are compatible systems, with X a curve; (2) are tamely ramified; (3) have monodromy group of cardinality prime to p, a stronger condition than the previous one. For Kloosterman and Birch sums, (1) applies. However, for super-even characters, the variety is not a curve, and the sheaves are a priori not tamely ramified, which rules out (2). Concerning (3), note that for E " Qpζ p N q and λ P SpecpOq, the prime p always divides | SL r pF λ q| and | Sp r pF λ q| (if r is even). Definition 5.13. Let X be a smooth affine geometrically connected algebraic variety over F p , E be a number field with ring of integers O, let λ, λ 1 P Spec 1,p pOq, and let F be a lisse sheaf of R-modules on X, where
We define the sum of Betti numbers
where the rank of an R-module is defined as its dimension over the total ring of fractions of R (recall that these cohomology groups are finitely generated by [Del77, Exposé 1, Théorème 4.6.2]). If X is a curve and R " O λ , we moreover define
to be the quantity in [Kow06, (4.1)] (see also [Kat88, Chapters 1-2]), where the sum is over "points at infinity" of X.
Theorem 5.14. Let X be a smooth affine geometrically connected algebraic variety of dimension d over F p . For E a number field with ring of integers Table 1 . Reminder of certain invariants for the groups considered.
O, let Λ Ă Spec 1,p pOq with lower density
For every λ P Λ, let F λ be a rank r lisse sheaf of F λ -modules on X, corresponding to a representation
for η a geometric generic point. We assume that there exists G P tSL r , Sp r u such that either: (i) the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of ρ λ are equal and conjugate to GpF λ q for all λ P Λ, or; (ii) the projective arithmetic and geometric monodromy group of ρ λ are equal and conjugate to PGL r pF λ q for all λ P Λ, and ζ r P E, so that 2 PGL r pF λ q " SL r pF λ q " GpF λ q. Let t ě 1 be an integer. For every λ P Λ, let Ω λ Ă GpF λ q t be a conjugacyinvariant subset, such that
Then, for any field F q of characteristic p and any L ě 1,
with M G " rankpGqprankpGq`1q{2. (c) If the representations (19) arise from a compatible system ρ : π 1 pX, ηq Ñ GL r p ś λPΛ O λ q, and X has a compactification where it is the complement of a divisor with normal crossing, then
where CpX, ρ λ 0 q only depends on X and ρ λ 0 for an arbitrary fixed λ 0 P Λ. one crucially has to control the dependency of C with respect to L (that is, the Betti numbers) if one wants to take L Ñ 8.
In practice, we will use the following consequence of Theorem 5.14:
Corollary 5.16. In the setting of Theorem 5.14: (a) If X is a curve, then
where the implied constant is absolute and E G " dim G`prank Gq{2. 
with an absolute implied constant. (c) If hypothesis (c) of Theorem 5.14 holds, then
We prove the theorem and its corollary in the next sections.
5.3. Preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 5.14(b).
Irreducibles in tensor powers of faithful representations. A classical theorem of Burnside asserts that
if G is a finite group with a faithful (complex) representation ρ, then any irreducible representation of G appears as a direct summand of ρ bM for some integer M ě 1 (see e.g. [Ste62, Bra64, BK72] ). The same result holds for compact groups, and is the key to get bounds on Betti numbers in [Kat17] . For classical groups, this can actually directly be seen from Weyl's constructions of the irreducible modules.
A key input to the proof of Theorem 5.14(b) is the following modular version of Burnside's result, for classical finite groups in defining characteristic.
Proposition 5.17. Let k be a field of characteristic ℓ and G " SL n pF ℓ q or Sp n pF ℓ q with its standard k-representation Std : G Ñ GL n pkq. Any irreducible k-representation of G appears as a composition factor 3 of Std bM for some M ď ℓM G , M G " rankpGqprankpGq`1q{2. Therefore, for any krepresentation π of G, the semifimplification π ss appears as a direct summand of pdim πqpStd bM q ss .
Proof. Since G is defined over F ℓ , any irreducible k-representation of G is absolutely irreducible, because F ℓ is the splitting field of G by a 1968 result of Steinberg [Hum06, Section 5.2]. By a 1963 lifting theorem of Steinberg (see [Hum06, Section 2.11]), the absolutely irreducible representations of G in characteristic ℓ are given by the modules Lpλq with λ an ℓ-restricted highest weight, i.e. 0 ď xλ, α _ y ă q for all α P ∆. For ω i (1 ď i ď rankpGq) the fundamental dominant weights, that means that λ " ř rankpGq i"1 a i ω i with 0 ď a i ă ℓ. In Bourbaki numbering [Bou05, Tables], ω i is Λ i pStdq (see ibid, VIII.13.1.IV) (resp. kerpΛ i pStdq Ñ Λ i´2 pStdqq; see ibid, VIII.13.3.IV) for SL n (resp. Sp n ). These are simple quotients or subrepresentations of Std bi , so they appear in the composition series. 
The lower bound appears in [KS99, p. 279] , and the same argument yields the upper bound: we have the universal coefficients short exact sequence
c pX,Ĝ λ qrλs Ñ 0, obtained after truncating the long exact sequence in cohomology [Del77, 1.6.5] associated to the short exact sequence 0 ÑF λ¨λ Ý ÑF λ Ñ F λ Ñ 0 . Taking dimensions, this implies that
3 We need to look at composition factors instead of summands, since we consider modular representations, which are not completely reducible. To deal with non-completely reducible representations, we observe the following:
Lemma 5.21. Let F be a sheaf of F ℓ -modules on X with composition series
Proof. For all 0 ď i ď n´1, we have a short exact sequence 0 Ñ F i Ñ F i`1 Ñ G i Ñ 0, which gives for all a ě 0 a long exact sequence in cohomologÿ¨¨Ñ
that yields σ c pX,
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.14. We first give the proof under assumption (i), before indicating the changes required in the projective case (assumption (ii)).
For λ, λ 1 P Λ, we will denote by ℓ, ℓ 1 the primes above which they respectively lie. Since Λ Ă Spec 1,p pOq, note that F λ " F ℓ , F λ 1 " F ℓ 1 . We also let { GpF ℓ q be the set of irreducible (complex) representations of GpF ℓ q.
For every λ P Λ, we consider the lisse sheaf G λ " F bt λ on X t . By [Kow08b, Lemma 5.1], the natural map π 1 pX t , pη, . . . , ηqq Ñ π 1 pX, ηq t is surjective, so that the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of G λ are equal and conjugate to GpF λ q t .
Exactly as in [Kow06, Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3, Section 5], we get that
where ∆ ! 1`q´1 {2C pL, pF λ q λPΛ q, andCpL, pF λ q λPΛ q is defined by
with (see [Kow06, Proof of Proposition 5.1])
identifying lisse sheaves of Q ℓ -modules on X t and continuous representations π 1 pX t , ηq Ñ GL m pQ ℓ q. Note that ρ λ and pρ λ , ρ λ 1 q respectively correspond to sheaves of F ℓ -and Z{ℓℓ 1 -modules (if ℓ ‰ ℓ 1 ). Hence, we need to show that CpL, pF λ q λPΛ q ! tCpL, pF λ q λPΛ q t , with C defined in the statement of the theorem. Künneth's formula [Del77, Exposé 6, 2.4] reduces this to the case t " 1.
5.4.1. Case of curves (Case (a)). The first bound on CpL, pF λ q λPΛ q in Theorem 5.14, when d " 1, is contained in [Kow06] (with a power of L smaller by one here, because we assume that the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups coincide).
5.4.2.
Case of compatible systems on varieties by reduction to the tame case (Case (c)). Let λ 0 P Λ be fixed and let ϕ : Y Ñ X be the étale covering corresponding to f pmod λ 0 q. 
where CpX, ρ λ 0 q is a constant depending only on the Euler characteristics χ c of Y and its subvarieties, hence only on X and F λ 0 . Therefore,CpL, pF λ q λPΛ q is
where d π :" dim π. Indeed, the number (complex) of irreducible representations of GpF ℓ q is given by |GpF ℓ q 7 | ! |ZpGpF ℓ qq|ℓ rank G ď r δ G"SLr ℓ rank G (see [MT11, Corollary 26 .10]), and the maximal dimension of such a representation is ! ℓ dim G´rank G 2 (see [Kow08a, Proposition 5.4]). To show the tameness of the compatible system restricted to Y , first note that it is tame at λ 0 , since it factors by construction through the pro-ℓ 0 -group tg P GL n pO λ 0 q : g " 1 pmod λ 0 qu, where ℓ 0 is the prime above which λ 0 lies. By purity, it suffices to look at restriction to curves (see [Ill81, Section 2.6], also [KS10] ). In this case, [Kat02, 7.5 .1] shows, from a compatibility result of Deligne, that tameness at one prime implies tameness of the whole system. 5.4.3. Case of varieties through modular representations (Case (b)). Given π P { GpF λ q, π 1 P { GpF λ 1 q, we need to bound the sums of Betti numbers σ c pX, F π,π 1 q. By [CR06, Corollary 75.4], π (resp. π 1 ) is defined over the ring of integers of a finite extension F λ {E λ (resp. F λ 1 {E λ 1 ), say
By reduction, we obtaiñ
for the residue fields k{F λ , resp. k 1 {F λ 1 . Let Std λ : GpF λ q Ñ GL r pF λ q be the standard representation by inclusion.
We start with the case ℓ " ℓ 1 , which is easier. We may then assume that F λ " F λ 1 . By Lemmas 5.19 and 5.21, along with the fact that ρ λ :
By Proposition 5.17, every simple summand of τ ss π,π 1 appears as a composition factor of pStd λ bF ℓ q bM for some M ď ℓM G . It follows that σ c pX, F π,π 1 q ď pdim πqpdim π 1 q max
Let us now assume that ℓ ‰ ℓ 1 , and note that pρ λ , ρ λ 1 q corresponds to the sheaf of Z{ℓℓ 1 -modules on X given by ∆˚pF λ b F λ 1 q, for ∆ : X Ñ XˆX the diagonal immersion. We may view F π,π 1 as sheaf of pO F λ b O F λ 1 qmodules, and σ c pX, F π,π 1 q is equal to the sum of the ranks (under Definition 5.13) of the corresponding étale cohomology groups with compact support. Then Fπ ,π 1 is a sheaf of pk b k 1 q-modules, and by Lemma 5.21 and the same argument as in Lemma 5.19,
As above, we get that every simple summand in τ ss π,π 1 appears as a composition factor of the pk b k 1 q-module Std bM b Std bM 1 for some M ď ℓM G and
where 
where Spλq :" max M ďN pλqM G σ c pX, F bM λ q. Thus, (20) and (21) yield thatCpL, pF λ q λPΛ q is, as in Section 5.4.2,
5.4.4. Projective monodromy groups. Let us now suppose that only assumption (ii) holds. For η : G Ñ P G the projection, we have P´q, pF λ , Ω λ q λPΛ¯ď |tx P XpFt : pηρ λ pFrob x i ,i P ηpΩ λ q for all λ P Λu| |XpF| t , and for any Ω Ă GpF λ q,
Thus, it is enough to repeat the arguments above with G replaced by P G. Indeed, since pr, |F λ |´1q " r for all λ P Λ, we have SL r pF λ q -PGL r pF λ q, so this can be done mutatis mutandis (in particular, the "standard representation" P GpF λ q Ñ GL r pF λ q on page 32 is well-defined).
Generic maximality of splitting fields and linear independence
This section mostly recalls some results from [Kow08b] and gives their analogues for SL when necessary. 6.1. Generic maximality of splitting fields.
Definition 6.1. For R a ring and r ě 2 an integer, we let P SLr pRq :" tP P RrT s monic : degpP q " r, P p0q " 1u pr ě 2q, P Sp r pRq :" tP P P SLr pRq : P pT q " T r P p1{T qu pr ě 2 evenq.
Note that for G P tSL r , Sp r u, the set of (reversed) characteristic polynomials of elements of GpRq is included in P G pRq, with equality at least when R is a finite field (see the reference to Chavdarov's proof in [Kow08a, Lemma B.5(2)]).
Let E be a Galois number field with ring of integers O. Note that the Galois group of a polynomial P P P G pEq of degree n is contained in -S r if G " SL r .
-W r ď S r (the Coxeter group B r{2 ) if G " Sp r (r even).
We will say that the Galois group is non-maximal if this inclusion is strict. 6.1.1. Detecting non-maximal Galois groups.
Proposition 6.2. Let G " SL r (r ě 2) or G " Sp r (r ě 2 even). For every t ě 1 and λ P Spec 1 pOq, there exist conjugacy-invariant sets Ω i,λ,G t Ă GpF λ q t (i P I, with I an index set of size 4t) such that:
-Ω i,λ,G t has density ď δ r,t :"ˆˆ1´1 r!˙´1`r ℓ¯˙tˆ1´1 2r˙.
-If g " pg 1 , . . . , g t q P P G pO λ q t is such that
detp1´T g i q P P G pO λ q Ă O λ rT s has non-maximal Galois group, that is, strictly contained in S t r (resp. W t r ) if G " SL r (resp. Sp r ), then there exists i P I such that g pmod λq P Ω i,λ,G t .
Proof The case G " SL r is simpler, and we also apply the lemma of Bauer quoted by Gallagher [Gal73, p. 98] : if H ď S r is transitive, contains a transposition and a m-cycle with m ą r{2 prime, then H " S r . We definẽ Ω 0,λ " tP P P SLr pF λ q : product of linear factorsu c , Ω 1,λ " tP P P SLr pF λ q : P reducibleu, Ω 2,λ " tP P P SLr pF λ q : P " QQ 1 . . . Q s , Q,Q i irred degpQq"2, degpQ i q odd u c , Ω 3,λ " tP P P SLr pF λ q : P has an irreducible factor of prime degree ą r{2u c , Ω j,λ " tg P SL r pF λ q : detp1´T gq PΩ j,λ u p0 ď j ď 3q, Ω i,λ,G t " Ω k´1 0,λˆΩ j,λˆΩ t´k 0,λ , i " pk, jq P I :" t1, . . . , tuˆt1, 2, 3u, and the same arguments as in the Sp r case give the conclusion. 6.1.2. Application of the large sieve.
Corollary 6.3. Let X, E, O and Λ be as in Theorem 5.14. For every λ P O, letF λ be a rank r lisse sheaf of free O λ -modules on X, corresponding to a representationρ λ : π 1 pX, ηq Ñ GL r pO λ q. We assume assumption (i) or (ii) of Theorem 5.14, and hypothesis (a), (b) or (c) of Corollary 5.16, hold forρ λ . For x P XpFt , let P λ pxq :" t ź i"1 P λ px i q, P λ px i q " detp1´T ρ λ pFrob x i ,.
For the S case, note that the permutation representation F pM i q of S r decomposes as the sum of two irreducible representations F pM i q " Q1 à GpM i q, where GpM i q "
If GpM i q is contained in the subrepresentation Rel m pM i q b Q of F pM i q, then there exists m ě 1 such that pα j {α 1 q m " 1 for 1 ď j ď r, if M i " tα 1 , . . . , α r u, so that α nm 1 " N M i {E pα 1 q m P E. Hence, K i {E is a Kummer extension and GalpK i {Eq is abelian, which implies that r " |M i | " 2. If r " 2, note that Rel m pM i q b Q " Q 2 would imply that Rel m pM i q " Z 2 , a contradiction.
6.3. Conclusion.
Corollary 6.6. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 6.3, assume moreover that pF λ q λPΛ forms a compatible system, i.e. that for all x P XpF, P λ pxq " P pxq P ErT s does not depend on λ. For every x P XpFt and 1 ď i ď t, let M px i q Ă C be the set of zeros of detp1´T ρ λ pFrob x i ,, so that the set of zeros of P λ pxq is Ť t i"1 M px i q. Then, for all but at most a proportion (22) of x P XpFt , we have Rel m pM pxqq "
: G " SL r pr ě 2q b t i"1 tpn α q P Z M px i q : n α " n α u : G " Sp r pr ě 4 evenq. In other words, the only multiplicative relations among the roots are the trivial ones. If we write the roots of P px i q as # epθ j px ip1 ď j ď rq : G " SL r ep˘θ j px ip1 ď j ď r{2q : G " Sp r , then the angles # 1, θ j px i q p1 ď i ď t, 1 ď j ď r´1q : G " SL r 1, θ j px i q p1 ď i ď t, 1 ď j ď r{2q : G " Sp r are Q-linearly independent for all but at most a proportion (22) of x P XpFt .
Proof. By the compatibility assumption and Corollary 6.3, P λ pxq has maximal Galois group S t r or W t r for all but at most a proportion (22) elements x P XpFt . Let us assume this maximality condition holds, in which case the hypotheses of Proposition 6.5 hold. Since the product of the zeros of P λ px i q is equal to 1, we have Z1 Ă Rel m pM px ifor all x i P XpF. By Proposition 6.5 and the fact that Rel m pM px iis a lattice, this implies that Rel m pM pxqq is as given in the statement.
Proof of the generic linear independence theorems
In this section, we finally prove Theorems 1.6, 1.12 and 1.20, by applying Corollary 6.6. That basically means checking that assumptions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 5.14 (on monodromy groups) apply, as well as hypothesis Note that A MˆP rim m is defined in A M`1`m (an additional coordinate is needed for the condition that a m ‰ 0) and f pt 1 q`¨¨¨`f pt M q is a polynomial in t i , a i of degree m`1. By [Kat01, Theorem 12] (with pδ, N, r, d, s, e j q " pm`1, M`1`m, 1, 2, 0, 0q), we have σ c´P rim m , L bM univ¯ď 3 p1`maxpm`1, 3qq M`m`1 " 3 pm`1q M`m`1 .
